Spasticity Measurement Based on the HHT Marginal Spectrum Entropy of sEMG Using a Portable System: A Preliminary Study.
To facilitate stretch reflex onset (SRO) detection and improve accuracy and reliability of spasticity assessment in clinical settings, a new method to measure dynamic stretch reflex threshold (DSRT) based on Hilbert-Huang transform marginal spectrum entropy (HMSEN) of surface electromyography (sEMG) signals and a portable system to quantify modified Ashworth scale (MAS) for spasticity assessment were developed. The sEMG signals were divided into frames using a fixed-length sliding window, and the HMSEN of each frame was calculated. An adaptive threshold was set to measure the DSRT. The HMSEN based method can quantify muscle activity through time-frequency and nonlinear dynamics analysis, therefore providing deeper insight about the spastic muscle mechanisms during stretching and a reliable SRO detection method. Experimental results revealed that the HMSEN based method could reliably detect the SRO and measure the DSRT (recognition rate: 95.45%), and could achieve improved performance over the time-domain based method. There was a strong correlation ( to -0.900) between the MAS scores and the DSRT index, and the test-retest reliability was high. Additionally, limitations of the MAS were analyzed. This paper indicates that the presented framework can provide a promising tool to measure DSRT and a clinical quantitative approach for spasticity assessment.